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Abstract
Miami Dade College (MDC) is the largest undergraduate serving institution of higher
education in the United States, holding a student population of nearly 175,000. With eight
campuses and numerous outreach centers in South Florida, the college is committed to enhancing
the academic presence of its local communities. MDC takes great pride in being one of the
major contributors to the growth and progress of South Florida, especially in the area of
hospitality and tourism. The college hosts various festivals and international events at several of
its campuses. Furthermore, Miami Dade County’s economy relies strongly on its tourism and
hospitality industry, seeking top, quality professionals to enhance the industry and to make it one
of the best worldwide.
This capstone is a proposal for the Spain & Morocco: Issues in Hospitality & Tourism
(SMIHT) study abroad program for a maximum of 15 Miami Dade College students. With a new
three-credit hour course, Issues in Hospitality and Tourism: A Focus on the Culinary Arts, the
SMIHT program will challenge its participants by fostering unique cross-cultural experiences.
Literature on short-term study abroad, predeparture orientations and reentry programming, along
with experiential learning and identity development theories, will help to shape the program
design and enhance the students’ learning experiences. With an overview of issues in the
culinary arts profession, participants will learn about particular issues in Spain and Morocco.
Although a hospitality and tourism study abroad program occurred in the summer of 2011, the
one for 2013 will consist of changes based on assessments, evaluations and recommendations
from both stakeholders and participants of the program in 2011.
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Introduction
This proposal calls for the Miami Culinary Institute (MCI) at Miami Dade College
(MDC) to create the Spain & Morocco: Issues in Hospitality & Tourism (SMIHT) summer study
abroad program. With a maximum of 15 students enrolled, this short-term, faculty-led program
will include a three-credit hour course: Issues in Hospitality & Tourism: A Focus on the Culinary
Arts . The key locations for the program include the cities of Barcelona, Valencia, Marbella and
Seville, Spain. Participants also will spend nearly two weeks in Morocco to gain exposure to
issues of its culinary arts profession and culture. The total time length of the trip will be four
weeks (30 days) from June 16 – July July 16, 2013.
Miami Dade College Study Abroad has faculty-led programs in many academic
disciplines, including Architecture, Health, Economics, Hospitality and Tourism, Theater and
History. The SMIHT summer study abroad program will provide MDC students with a new
academic discipline – Culinary Arts. The program aims to enrich MDC students’ lives through
lectures, coursework, projects, excursions, personal reflections (through journal entries) and
group discussions. While preference will be given to students from the Miami Culinary Institute
and the Hospitality Management Program, MDC students from any discipline can take advantage
of this opportunity.
Background
Miami Dade College (MDC) is the largest undergraduate serving institution of higher
education in the United States. With eight campuses and numerous outreach centers in South
Florida, the college is committed to enhancing the academic presence of its local communities
(Miami Dade College, 2011a). Started as a junior college for 15,000 students in the 1960s,
Miami Dade currently enrolls nearly 175,000 with a majority Hispanic student population of
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nearly 70 percent (Miami Dade College Office of Institutional Research, 2011). As the mission
of this Hispanic-serving institution is “to change lives through the opportunity of education,”
some of the institutional values consist of: “an exceptional learning environment, a commitment
to cultural initiatives, sustainability practices, and global reach and awareness” (Miami Dade
College, 2011b). MDC delivers several cultural events, including the Miami International Book
Fair, the Miami International Film Festival, and the Chinese New Year Festival.
Miami Dade College offers Associate degrees, Baccalaureate degrees and College Credit
certificates in many fields. Some of the Associate degree programs include Architecture,
Hospitality Administration, Business, Computer and Engineering Technologies and Aviation.
The Baccalaureate degree programs include Nursing, Education, Public Safety Management,
Film, Television & Digital Production, and Health Science. MDC’s College Credit certificate
programs include Airport Management, Finance and Culinary Arts Management Operations.
MDC is known for its significant level of open access, diversity and promotion of cultural
awareness among its students, faculty, and staff. In fact, the institution continues to strive for
excellence as it focuses on recruiting more international students, especially from Latin America
and the Caribbean (Miami Dade College, 2011a).
The Miami Culinary Institute (MCI) prepares students for career opportunities in food,
restaurants, baking, and the hospitality and tourism industries. Many of the institute’s courses
provide laboratory and hands-on applications to enrich students’ learning outside the classroom.
With a brand new building located in the heart of MDC’s Wolfson Campus downtown and an all
new innovative restaurant, Tuyo (meaning “yours” in Spanish), located on its top floor, the
institute values sustainable food and energy technologies, environmental sustainability and
culinary innovation at its forefront (Miami Culinary Institute, 2011a). Lastly, the institute is
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involved in the local Miami-Dade communities through its provision of seminars and workshops
(on sustainable food and environmental sustainability) and through its catering service with
organic food at various events, including the South Beach Wine and Food Festival in February.
Program Rationales
There are several justifications for Miami Culinary Institute (MCI) to deliver the Spain &
Morocco: Issues in Hospitality & Tourism (SMIHT) study abroad program. Miami Dade
County’s economy depends strongly on its hospitality and tourism industry, especially in the
culinary arts. There are large numbers of resorts, beaches, cruise lines, international festivals,
conventions, conferences and restaurants in the cities of Miami, Miami Beach, Coral Gables,
Coconut Grove and Key Biscayne serving gourmet food. Miami also hosts many food festivals
throughout the year, including the Taste of Brickell Food and Wine Festival, the Mango Festival
and the South Beach Miami Food and Wine Festival.
With the SMIHT program, the MCI will have a new study abroad program to offer. The
institute will have opportunities to provide South Florida with successful individuals who have
training experience in culinary arts, sustainable food and environmental sustainability all with an
international twist. These individuals will also have knowledge, skills and awareness regarding
predominant issues in the profession. Participants will have the ability not only to confront some
of these issues (including health and nutrition) within their profession, but also to provide
awareness against these issues, in their local community.
Students enrolling in this study abroad program will be prepared for professional
positions directly upon graduation. They can also transfer to a four-year institution with a
successful hospitality and tourism program, such as the nearby Florida International University
(FIU), where 58% of MDC students attend upon graduation (Miami Dade College Office of
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Institutional Research, 2011). In fact, in addition to offering undergraduate and graduate degrees
in Hospitality and Tourism Management, the Chaplin School of Hospitality and Tourism
Management at FIU has been ranked as one of the leading programs in the United States (FIU
Chaplin School of Hospitality and Tourism Management, 2011).
In choosing sites for the course, considerations included unique locations in Spain and
opportunities that will provide a unique experience in both the culinary arts and hospitality and
tourism industry. Within Europe in 2010, Spain earned the highest receipt of 52.5 billion dollars
from international tourists and is ranked fourth worldwide in terms of tourist arrivals (United
Nations World Tourism Organization, 2011). Also in Spain in 1928, the Spanish government
was very innovative in creating a unique organization that will preserve old castles and palaces
from being destroyed, or run down, without being a burden to taxpayers. That is when
“Paradores de España” was founded and is successful to this day (Paradores de Turismo,
2011). Through this organization, Spain is able to preserve many of its historical sites that allow
millions of tourists to visit the country.
According to World Guides (2011), the city of Marbella is one of Europe’s and the
world’s most popular resort destinations. On the Andalusian coast, Marbella is in the heart of
Costa del Sol, where the tourism and hospitality industry is thriving with affluent tourists. The
cities of Barcelona, Valencia and Seville provide popular cuisine spots for tourists and for
culinary arts festivals. Furthermore, Valencia is considered the birthplace of Spain’s famous
paella, a popular rice dish with different types of meat and other popular ingredients and the
yellow Saffron spice (Andalucia Travel Guide, 2011). Lastly, students will enjoy a flamenco
dinner show in the city of Seville and visit a local university with a unique hospitality
management program.
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Morocco, an African country located south of Spain, allows students a different
perspective on both the culinary arts and the tourism and hospitality industry. In addition to
meeting with professional chefs, students will have the opportunity to travel by ferry from Tarifa,
Spain to Tangier, Morocco, view Arabic architecture, and spend a special 1-day tour in the
Sahara Desert. They will also visit Casablanca and have an opportunity to enjoy a Moroccan
Dinner and Cultural Show in the city of Marrakech.
Lastly, short-term study abroad programs, such as the SMIHT program, will benefit
MDC Hispanic students who are strongly connected to their family and community. Families
within the Hispanic communities have a high regard for the cultural value known as familism
(Tatum, 1997). According to Tatum (1997), familism is “the importance of the extended family
as a reference group and as providers of social support” (p.137). There is a higher level of
emotional and material support within the family and a greater sense of shared obligation, in
order to provide support. This occurs in many of the local Hispanic communities of Miami,
especially in Little Havana located outside of downtown Miami. With the SMIHT program,
these students will be able to study abroad without being away from their family and community
for a significant period of time.
A long-term education abroad can be challenging for non-traditional students to
experience. However, with short-term study abroad opportunities, participants neither are
required to take a significant time period away from family and friends, nor do they have to
make a long-time commitment abroad (Brockington, Hoffa, and Martin, 2005; Spencer and
Tuma, 2007). In fact, with participants spending only a month abroad through the SMIHT
Program, this time length is actually considered less than most short-term programs, which run
up to eight weeks (Spencer and Tuma, 2007).
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Theoretical Foundations
Kolb’s Theory of Experiential Learning (Kolb, 1984) and the literature on Short-Term
Study Abroad Programming, Predeparture Orientations and Reentry Programming will help to
shape the program design, along with Torres’s Theory of Hispanic Identity Development
(Torres, 2003) and Cross’s Model of Psychological Nigrescence (Evans, Forney, & GuidoDiBrito, 1998). Kolb‘s theory will provide a structured foundation, allowing the participants “to
apprehend the differences they encounter, and transform those brief encounters into concepts
against which they can compare the concepts presented by faculty in readings and lectures”
(Spencer and Tuma, 2007, p. 178). Short-Term Study Abroad Programming will provide
structure, using five best practices for short-term study abroad in the field of international
education.
Predeparture orientation and reentry programming not only prepare participants for their
time abroad, but also allow them to process their experience effectively both during and after the
program (Kinsella, Smith-Simonet and Tuma, 2007; Thebodo and Marx, 2005). The identity
development theories will help the faculty leader understand the impact of participants’
experience upon their racial and ethnic identities. Since it is assumed that the majority of the
participants will be traditonal college students, it is imperative to provide them with different
frameworks that help them to connect their learning with real-life experiences. It is also
important for them to process their entire experience effectively, to examine themselves in terms
of their identity and to reflect upon their experiences abroad effectively. Furthermore, a
combined focus on minority students’ identity and cross-cultural adaptability would be
extremely significant for this program.
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David Kolb’s Model of Experiential Learning
David Kolb’s Model of Experiential Learning will play a major role in the curriculum.
Posner (2002) explained that, “reality is not external to the individual; it is found within the
experience of the individual, the composite of both the individual’s internal reactions, such as
thoughts and feelings, and external reactions, such as actions, to the influences of the external
world” (p. 9). Kolb’s model allows the participants to learn through reflections (internal
reactions) by doing and to learn by their actions to what they’ve seen or felt or taste externally
for instance. There is learning through adventures, learning collectively with others in a group
and even learning through service (service-learning). Experiential learning allows the
participants to see a connection between themselves, their world, and their classroom. By
confronting, processing and reflecting upon new social experiences, college students will have
essential tools to mold themselves into better individuals and to determine their place in the
group. Visiting, and receiving lectures from, chefs, for instance, will expose participants to
different issues of the culinary arts industry.
David Kolb’s model of learning styles will also be instrumental in the program design to
ensure that all students execute successful learning outcomes. Kolb describes four learning
styles: diverger, assimilator, converger and accommodator (Fiddler, Marienau, and Taylor,
2000). The styles not only are contingent upon concrete experiences, reflective observations,
abstract conceptualization, and active experimentation, which are important elements of the
learning cycle, but also each style favors different modes of the cycle (p.23). According to
Fiddler, Marienau, and Taylor (2000),
The model helps educators recognize that learners vary in how they respond to each
mode of the cycle, and in how they grasp and transform their experiences and
observations. Attending to all four modes thus enhances learning and accommodates
individual differences in approaches to learning…” (p. 24)
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I have consciously incorporated the learning styles into the program design so that every student
learns successfully.
To accommodate each learning style, the program will implement a variety of
assignments and activities beginning with predeparture orientations and running through reentry
sessions after their time abroad. Brainstorming before different assignments will be very useful
for divergers. Group assignments, projects, exams and individual meetings with the faculty
leader are also instrumental with students receiving personal feedback from the faculty leader.
Clear and specific instructions are instrumental for assimilators, who prefer a more concise and
logical approach. Convergers will have new ideas to work with and will receive technical tasks
as well. Last but not least, accommodators, who appreciate hands-on group assignments and
activities, will have opportunities to first experience and then reflect upon their experiences.
Short-Term Study Abroad Programming
The literature on short-term study abroad programming will help to design the SMIHT
program effectively. Since it is a goal of the SMIHT program to connect students’ learning to
real-life experiences, it will do so through best practices for short-term study abroad programs
mentioned in the field of international education. According to Spencer & Tuma (2002), there
are five best practices for short-term study abroad programs:
• Originate the program with durable and precise academic content.
The program has a solid rationale for teaching the course abroad. There needs to be a strong
parallel between the learning objectives and the program site. All short-term programs should
have a connection with an academic course and should be as solid as courses taught at the home
institution.
• Faculty leaders should be content and proficient with experiential teaching. The faculty
9

leader should be more than an amazing lecturer. Their teaching ability should be contingent
upon how they teach experientially, combining unique aspects of the site abroad to ensure
students make connections and have quality learning experiences.
• Ensure strong, in-depth experiences with the local community. The faculty leader and
students are encouraged to do more than traveling on a bus from the classroom to the hotels to
different excursions. The program should provide a service learning or experiential learning
project that engages the group with the local community.
• Include lecturers from the host country. Professors and academic experts from host country
institutions enhance the students’ perspective in a different manner than that of the faculty
leader.
• Mandate continuous reflections for the individual student and the entire group.
With guided reflection practices to help them process and understand their experiences,
students should maintain a structured journal of their study abroad experience. Groups should
engage continuously in structured discussion.
Predeparture Orientation and Reentry Programming
According to Kinsella, Smith-Simonet and Tuma (2007) and Thebodo and Marx (2005),
predeparture orientation equips students with necessary, practical information; inspires students
to learn about both their host and home cultures and about themselves; and familiarizes students
with cross-cultural adjustment, culture, cross-cultural adaptability and intercultural
understanding. In conjunction with Kolb’s model to enhance students’ learning, students can
engage in experiential learning activities, such as ice breakers and brainstorming activities,
during the predeparture orientation. Predeparture orientations allow seasoned professionals to
give quality insights on the logistics, health and safety, crisis management and preparation
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procedures. Lastly, predeparture orientations allow participants to connect with others in the
program and to have as many questions that they need answered.
Reentry workshops are equally important to enhancing students’ learning outcomes in the
study abroad program. According to Cavallero (2003), Kinsella, Smith-Simonet and Tuma
(2007) and Thebodo and Marx (2005), study abroad reentry programming allows students to
readjust to their home culture and to their college or university experience, to be able to
articulate from what they learned abroad and to implement their international experience into
their lives academically, personally and professionally. Students can also deal with reverse
culture shock effectively and learn about ways to process this experience positively. Lastly,
students can learn ways to utilize and market their international experience for future endeavors.
Vasti Torres’s Model of Hispanic Identity Development
Vasti Torres’s Model of Hispanic Identity Development (2003) identifies the significant
correlation between ethnic identity and the acculturation of Hispanic college students.
Acculturation, or cultural change, focuses on one’s choice to adapt to the new culture in a
particular way. The choice is regarding the majority culture, such as the Anglo culture, while
ethnic identity focuses on the preservation of one’s original culture (Torres, 2003). A focus on
acculturation and ethnic identity is important to study, since Hispanic students, most of whom
come from immigrant families and live as underrepresented students in the United States, usually
gain an international perspective from within their own family and community (Brockington,
Hoffa, and Martin, 2005).
Torres’s original Bicultural Orientation Model (BOM) analyzes the cultural orientation of
Hispanic students. This model consists of four orientation preferences: Bicultural Orientation,
Anglo Orientation, Hispanic Orientation, and Marginal Orientation. The Hispanic Orientation,
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for instance, equals a high level of ethnic identity but low acculturation, such as living in “highly
segregated communities where English is rarely spoken” (Tatum, 1997, p. 139). However, the
Bicultural Orientation, which can be viewed as positive yet difficult, equals a high level of ethnic
identity and a high acculturation, such as incorporating “selected aspects of both the home and
dominant culture, often achieving bilingual fluency in the process” (p. 139). The faculty leader
will be able to articulate and meet Hispanic students’ needs in relation to their level of
acculturation and their level of identifying themselves ethnically.
William Cross’s Theory of Racial Identity Development
The program will reach out to black students (Hispanic and non-Hispanic) as a part of its
recruitment efforts. To ensure a positive experience abroad for these students, it is important to
consider William Cross’s Theory of Racial Identity Development (Evans, Forney, & GuidoDiBrito, 1998) into the program design. Cross’s Model is referred to as the psychology of
nigrescence, or the psychology of becoming black. The model consists of five stages: preencounter, encounter, immersion/emersion, internalization, and internalization-commitment
(Evans, Forney, & Guido-DiBrito, 1998). Most black college students are minimally at the
encounter stage, which occurs from an event or series of events that force the student to
acknowledge the personal impact of racism (Tatum, 1997). Not only will many of these students
think about themselves in terms of their race while abroad, but some may encounter racism at
different levels as well.
By interpreting their racial identity development, the faculty leader will help these
students enlighten themselves and their classmates through shared experiences and feelings of
being both different and outsiders (Brockington, Hoffa, & Martin, 2005). The faculty leader will
learn of the students’ development not only by what they may experience abroad, but also
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through their interactions with other program participants. For instance, if a black student mostly
surrounds his or herself with others of a similar race and only seeks support from them while
abroad, then that student is considered being in the immersion/emersion stage. However, if the
student has a sense of security about his or her racial identity and has established “meaningful
relationships across group boundaries with others . . .” (Tatum, 1997, p. 76), then that student is
at the internalization stage. The only difference between this and the internalization-commitment
stage is that the latter includes a sense of security, meaningful relationships and a “commitment
to the concerns of Blacks as a group” (p.76).
David Kolb’s Theory of Experiential Learning, Literature on Short-Term Study Abroad
Programming and Predeparture and Reentry Programming, Vasti Torres’s Theory of Hispanic
Identity Development and William Cross’s Model of Psychological Nigrescence will influence
the program design. Each of these theories and models will impact the curriculum, excursions,
assignments, and projects. Combined, they strongly represent and address MDC students’ needs
abroad.
Program Goals and Objectives
Goals
To expand the reputation of the Miami Culinary Institute (MCI) in the tourism and
hospitality industry.
To maximize students’ opportunities with a safe, rewarding, positive, life-changing
experience abroad.
Objectives
To diversify the course offerings of the Miami Culinary Institute by offering the Issues in
Tourism and Hospitality Course.
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To increase the number of short-term, summer study abroad opportunities for Miami
Dade College students, as many of them are from low-income families, are nontraditional and have other important commitments in the Fall and Spring semesters.
Student Goals and Objectives
Goals
To increase their knowledge, skills and awareness of issues in the culinary arts industry,
particularly in Spain and Morocco.
To become more competitive in an increasingly international job market. Students will
have an opportunity either to go straight into a professional career with these skills and
techniques or to transfer to an institution that will further their understanding about
concepts learned abroad.
To gain a better perspective on the impact that their experience will have on them.
To connect themselves to their experiences both inside and outside the classroom.
Objectives
Engage in lectures, readings, projects and assignments regarding issues in the culinary
arts industry and in Spain and Morocco.
Interact with local chefs and local experts to increase their knowledge about Spanish and
Moroccan cuisines and about industry issues within the two countries.
Participate in various excursions, site visits, festivals and events to gain insight and to
connect themselves to what was taught during class lectures
Reflect individually and collectively to process their experiences and connect them to
their personal, academic and professional endeavors back home
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Needs Assessment
A needs assessment was conducted to create a new study abroad program, the program’s
curriculum, the logistics, staffing, course and budget. An online survey link to Survey Monkey
was sent by email to the 2011 Spain: Capital of Tourism study abroad program participants, the
ones most affected by the program. The email contained an informed consent and the results
were collected anonymously. Coming from nine different academic disciplines, a total of 19
students received the survey. (For the Needs Assessment Survey, see Appendix A).
Of the 19 students who received the survey, 11 completed it. The survey results indicated
that the greatest participation, 55 percent, came from hospitality majors. At nine percent each,
the other majors include journalism, culinary management, computer engineering, marine
biology and art education. Figure 1 below shows where students first learned about study abroad.
Ten students responded, whereas one student skipped this question. Five respondents (41.7
percent of the total responses) mentioned that they first learned of the opportunity from their
professor. While three respondents (25 percent of the total responses) learned about study abroad
from a friend, others learned either from a parent or relative, the Hospitality Program
Management Website, or the Student Life Bulletin Board (8.3 percent of the total responses
each).
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Figure 1: Heard About Study Abroad. This figure describes from where students in the
Spain: Capital of Tourism Program heard about the study abroad program.
When asked, “What actually compelled you to take advantage of this opportunity?,” the
responses include desiring to travel, studying abroad in 2010 in Italy, trying a new experience,
and gaining hands-on-application for what was learned in the classrooms of the Hospitality
Management Program. Studying abroad in Italy received the most responses from three out of
ten respondents.
Participants also shared some insight on the portions of the study abroad experience they
most favored. Figure 2 below shows participants’ responses with ten students, out of eleven,
responding to the question. The ideas of cultural immersion, meeting new people, gaining new
friendships, the architecture abroad and traveling to more than one country all received 8 out of
10 respondents. The program excursions, food and use of language skills all received 6 out of 10
respondents. The hotel accommodations and the actual course, however, were among the lowest
at 2 out of 10 respondents.
16
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Figure 2: Favorite Part of the Program. The figure above indicates students’ responses
about their favorite part of the program. Students were able to choose multiple answers.
When asked about their least favorite experiences, five students responded (six skipped
this question). The professor leading the course, the length of time, the food and the hotel
accommodations each received two out of eleven total responses. Out of the three responses that
selected “Other,” one of those responses stated that the trip started wrong when the group
reached the Madrid airport, the first city to visit.
Figure 3 shows the participants’ feelings towards both the trip’s destinations and the
length of the program. Forty percent of the participants enjoyed both Spain and Morocco and
believed that four weeks abroad was sufficient. Another forty percent enjoyed both destinations
but would rather do more than four weeks abroad. Ten percent of participants felt that they
enjoyed Spain but not Morocco and would do less than four weeks abroad. Another ten percent
enjoyed Spain but not Morocco and would do more than four weeks abroad.
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40 %
40 %

10 %
Figure 3: Program Destinations and Length. The figure above describes participants’
feelings toward the destinations of the program and its length.
Also, nine out of the eleven participants responded to the question of whether or not it was easier
to study abroad in the summer semester in comparison to other semesters. Of the nine who
responded, all stated that the summer semester was easier.
When asked what they liked or disliked about the Course/Curriculum, five out of eleven
participants responded. One participant (20 percent) liked the course, whereas others had
challenges with it. For example, one participant (20 percent) explained that the course materials
were very vague and very often what they went over in class did not directly answer the
questions they had for homework. That participant actually preferred the course excursions as
they were more informative than the class lectures. Another participant (20 percent) mentioned
that the course was very easy and the instructor did as little as possible. That participant
mentioned that there was not much really to learn except how important it was to have the
proper person in charge of a group and the budget.
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Six out of eleven participants felt that changes were needed for future study abroad
programs in Spain and Morocco. When asked about the changes and the reasons for them, four
out of the six respondents (67 percent) mentioned that the entire study abroad program needed to
be better organized with respect to details; one out of six respondents (17 percent) requested
better transportation and food; two out of the six respondents (67 percent) explained that they
needed to have a sufficient number of faculty leaders for the number of participants in the
program; one out of six respondents (17 percent) stated the need to have more transparency with
funding. One out of six respondents (17 percent) wished more time was provided in Morocco
and another one respondent (17 percent) mentioned a suggestion for a six-week long program.
In providing their final thoughts, though, one of the survey participants stated that it was
unfair and unjust to have additional people, who were neither MDC students nor employees,
participating on this trip. The same participant also felt that the students should not be paying
full prices for their meals when the faculty leaders’ guests were paying half price, eating the
same meals as everyone. The participants’ reaction to the course and curriculum and to the
entire study abroad program calls for changes that can be made not only to enhance the quality
of the program for the year of 2013, but also to consider the welfare of the participants and to
avoid institutional liability. While there were levels of uncertainty regarding students’
comments, changes will include the faculty leader, the academic program and course, the
curriculum, the logistics and the provision of additional activities.
Program Description
Program Scope and Potential Participants
Spain & Morocco: Issues in Hospitality & Tourism is a faculty-led, short–term, study
abroad program. The program includes the course, Issues in Tourism and Hospitality: A Focus
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on the Culinary Arts, targeting the personal and professional development of culinary students at
Miami Dade College. The program is allowed a minimum of 12 and a maximum of 15 students
per faculty member with all students being over the age of 18. If there is a high demand for
participation in the program, additional students will be placed on a waiting list. One faculty
leader, Professor Collen Engle, will deliver the course abroad. Professor Engle has extensive
background in experiential education and culinary arts and has traveled to around the world,
especially to China for 2008 Beijing Olympics. Students from other academic disciplines can
enroll in the course and receive elective credits. (See Appendix B for the official course
description).
Students of any racial, cultural and ethnic background can participate in the program.
Based on current Miami Dade statistics for the student population, the class is assumed to consist
of majority Hispanic students, with a group of non-Hispanic Black (African-American, AfricanCaribbean, etc.) and White students. Similar to other community and four-year colleges, many
of these students are first-generation college students, strongly dependent on financial aid, young
parents, or non-traditional. Upon acceptance to the program, the participants will receive a
predeparture packet and an insurance plan and will learn about MDC’s Emergency Management,
all containing health and safety information, insurance information, and crisis management
information, respectively. They will also receive information for obtaining passports, visas, and
vaccinations in the packet. The MDC Study Abroad helps students, who are not United States
citizens, with obtaining visas when necessary.
Program Delivery Timetable
Professor Engle will plan for the SMIHT program in July of 2012. Collen will work on
the MDC Out-of-District Study Programs request forms and proposal for the 2013 SMIHT
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summer program. The forms will be submitted to the Office of International Education for
review and for approval by administrators of Miami Dade College. Based on the timing of the
study abroad program, complete, final approval from MDC’s President and Board of Trustees is
expected by the beginning of February.
In the beginning of September until the middle of January, 2013, Professor Engle and
MDC Study Abroad will contact the travel agency and make arrangements with vendors,
including Air Europa or American Airlines (partners of Miami Dade College). The travel agency
will assist him with travel and logistical arrangements and provide excursions, transportation and
other accommodations possibly at discounted group prices. The Office of International
Education and Professor Engle will confirm all accommodations and logistical arrangements.
In November of 2012, Professor Engle will work on marketing materials and start
“building up a buzz” about the program to his colleagues and students through emails and social
media, such as Facebook. At the beginning of February upon approval, he will promote the
program on different websites, including those of Miami Dade College, the Miami Culinary
Institute, the Hospitality Management Program, MDC Student Life, the Hospitality Student
Association, the MDC Gourmet Student Organization, and the Office of International Education.
Professor Engle will also post posters created by the Sign and Banner office on the Wolfson
Campus. The Issues in Tourism and Hospitality course will be added to the 2013 summer session
catalogs. Along with other study abroad programs, the Office of International Education will
promote the SMIHT program at the MDC Career Fair and Expo in mid-February of 2013.
The student admissions application deadline will be March 1, 2013. Upon the review of
Professor Engle, students will find out if they were selected by March 12th, and their initial, nonrefundable enrollment deposit of $500.00 is due March 20th to the Bursar’s Office. The
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enrollment deposit is to ensure a slot for the student and to enlist their name for the program.
April 1st, April 20th, and May 15th will be the middle three payment due dates. With May 30th as
the final payment due date, all students will need to provide proof of their payments to Professor
Engle and/or to the Office of International Education for record-keeping purposes. As they
continue to make payments throughout the preparation phase, students will also attend two
predeparture orientations, one in mid-April and another in mid-May. The orientations will
provide a course overview, important documents, and a Question-and-Answer session. The
SMIHT study abroad program will last 30 days and will take place June 17 – July 16, 2013. (For
the program delivery Timeline, see Appendix C).
Curriculum
Although the SMIHT program course is not required, it does fulfill an elective
requirement for all Miami Dade College students. The academic content covers issues within the
culinary arts profession. Students will visit a number of sites that focus on these areas. While the
main focus for this course will be in Spain and Morocco, the curriculum will be divided into four
aspects that will take place both in Miami and overseas: two predeparture orientations,
coursework, excursions, and two reentry workshops.
Considering Kolb’s Model of Experiential Learning, Short-Term Study Abroad
Programming, Predeparture and Reentry Programming, the two identity theories, the curriculum
will not only challenge participants, but also connect their classroom lectures, assignments and
projects to their outside-of-classroom experiences. Students will be able to grow and to connect
their experience to their personal and professional lives.
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Predeparture Orientations
During the Predeparture Orientations, students will receive an overview of the course,
including information on potential site visits, a brief introduction to both Spain and Morocco
with an activity, and an overview of issues in the culinary arts. Participants will have an
opportunity to meet and greet each other, share their purposes for enrolling in the course, and
share their expectations from the program. At the end of the first session, students will receive
some important Predeparture Orientation materials that include: a contract packet from both the
MDC Student Life Office and the Office of International Education; a Predeparture information
packet for Spain and Morocco (provided by the Office of International Education and the
College Consortium for International Studies), both their insurance card and claim form, and
emergency response information with an emergency response card. Along with a copy of the
passport attached, the contract must be completely filled out or students will not be able to go
abroad (See Appendix D for the agenda of the Predeparture Orientation Sessions, Appendix E
for a list of Predeparture forms and Appendix F for a Sample Travel Packet to Spain).
Coursework
The coursework abroad will consist of an overview of Spain and Morocco’s culinary
industry, along with issues in the culinary arts profession. Participants will:
Perform group projects, including a minimum 10-page group paper focusing on an issue
within a specific area of the profession (with a SWOT Analysis on a project to resolve the
issue) and a group recipe book with a menu, recipes, information on foreign ingredients
and spices and photos for two four course meals (one meal from each country).
Have group discussions and individual reflections through their personal journal entries.
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Students will be able to discuss their reflections with members of the group during group
debriefing sessions once a week on Fridays.
For three days a week (Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays), students will be in their
personal journals, responding to guided reflection questions from the faculty leader about
their experiences along the way. They will have a total of 12 journal entries with a
minimum of two pages, single-spaced for each entry. The faculty leader will provide the
reflection guides at the beginning of each week with a number for each reflection.
Guided reflection questions will include students comparing their expectations and
reactions to different aspects of the program before and upon their arrival (living
situation, class, host city, classmates, and food), students’ feelings and cultural
adaptability towards their new environment, moments of culture shock, readings and
lectures, excursions, and the host cities. Students will also reflect on their projects, their
conversations with locals, familiarity with issues in the culinary arts profession, their
feelings upon reentry, preparation for their return home and their accomplishments and
regrets.
Have two examinations (a mid-term quiz and a final exam) to assess the participants’
performance and to be included as major parts of the students’ final grade.
Excursions
The excursions in Spain and Morocco will provide great exposure to various aspects of
the countries’ tourism, hospitality, and culinary arts industries. With experiential learning
incorporated in the curriculum design, the excursions will contribute to real world opportunities
outside the classroom, where the participants can gain a better understanding of different issues
and topics discussed in the course. Some of the Spain excursions include a culinary tapas tour, a
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flamenco dinner show and visits with local professional chefs. The excursions in Morocco
include site visits to the Museum of Moroccan Arts, the Medina in Tangier, a Mint Tea Lecture,
a Tour of the Mamounia Landmark Hotel, a Moroccan dinner and cultural show, and a 1-day
Tour in the Sahara Desert.
Reentry Workshops
During the two reentry workshop sessions, scheduled two and a half hours each during
the last week of the trip, students will receive an introduction to the reentry process with a focus
on reverse culture shock. The first workshop session will focus on the socio-cultural aspect with
a lecture on culture shock, in order for participants to make sense of their experience. The first
session will also provide some hors d'oeuvres served during break, and will focus on the psychoemotional aspects of student’s experiences, where students can learn about the difficult impact of
reverse culture shock. Participants will receive resources on different MDC campus support
services to help them cope with any potential issue upon their return. The group will wrap up the
first session and continue the next day.
In the second reentry workshop session, participants will focus on the concept of
academic reintegration, where participants learn how to incorporate their new knowledge,
attitudes, awareness, and skills into future courses and projects. In addition to the lecture,
participants will focus on their professional development with a card-sorting activity that allows
them to connect scenarios from their experiences in Spain/Morocco with skills, such as
leadership, communication and organizational skills, they gained abroad. The group will enjoy
additional hors d'oeuvres during break before returning to a lecture on professional development.
This lecture will provide participants with different career opportunities/choices and will share
resources from the MDC Advising and Career Center on how to implement their experience
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abroad: into their resume for employment, or during their transfer to a 4-year college, or into
their campus involvement/extra-curricular activities. The last part of this session will allow
participants some quality time to evaluate the SMIHT program and the course before wrapping
up for the day (See Appendix G for the agenda of both reentry workshop sessions).
Staffing
Miami Culinary Institute
One faculty leader, Chef Collen Engle from the Miami Culinary Institute, will facilitate
the program abroad. Collen is one of the Chef Instructors of the MCI at MDC. Chef Engle began
his career with Abigail Kirsch Catering while in college. After mastering his own restaurant, The
Meridian Café, in Louisville, Kentucky, Chef Engle gained elite opportunities to serve the
Governor of Kentucky, to serve at the March of Dimes Star Chef Celebration, and to serve at the
2008 Beijing Olympics. Along with these great accomplishments, the chef’s career has taken
him around the world in a literal sense.
Professor Engle has taught since 2003, holding several degrees and certifications. He
earned an Associate in Culinary Arts, a Bachelor of Science in Recreation Administration, a
Master in Business Administration and a Master of Science in Human Nutrition. Along with
these credentials, Professor Engle has been published in Food and Dining, Escoffier.com, Sizzle
Magazine, the Encyclopedia of Appalachia, and Bon Appétit (Miami Culinary Institute, Faculty
and Administration, 2011).
Office of International Education
In addition to ensuring that the faculty leader and the study abroad program adhere to all
MDC policies and guidelines with approval from the MDC Board of Trustees, the Office of
International Education (OIE) Program Manager, Eva Fernandez, and the Executive Director,
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Jane Ann Williams, will help the faculty leader with budgeting, logistics and other preparations
for the 2013 SMIHT Study Abroad Program. The Study Abroad Assistant, Joanne Michaud, will
help to advise students regarding financial aid and potential barriers that can inhibit their ability
to participate in the SMIHT program. OIE will be involved with the Predeparture Orientation
sessions, will receive all participants’ completed applications for the program, provide the
students’ status on the application process to the faculty leader, and help with collecting
payments from students. Just as they do for other faculty-led study abroad programs, OIE will
keep final record of all important paperwork in a huge binder for the 2013 SMIHT program.
Program Marketing
The SMIHT program marketing plan aims to promote an effective and quality
recruitment process for MDC students. The plan focuses on the distribution of printed and
electronic materials in various locations throughout MDC’s eight campuses. The MDC Sign and
Banner Office and the Marketing and Communications Office will create major marketing
materials and will provide online information, respectively. However, Professor Engle and OIE
will provide important details of the materials as expected.
Distribution of Printed Materials
The MDC Sign and Banner Office will print posters and place them within the Miami
Culinary Institute, the Hospitality Management Program, and MDC Student Life of all eight
campuses. The Wolfson Campus Duplications Center makes copies of the materials for the
faculty leader. The Marketing and Communications Office will place periodic advertisements in
campus newspapers that will be distributed throughout the eight campuses as well. The Office of
International Education will provide materials to students interested in doing a faculty-led study
abroad program through Miami Dade College. The Office of International Education and the
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Miami Culinary Institute plan to place the Issues in Tourism and Hospitality course, with its
components and benefits, in the new Miami Dade College summer catalog distributed to both
current and prospective students and their families. As with other study abroad programs, the
OIE Program Manager, Eva Fernandez, and the faculty leader will continue to work with the
Duplications Center to ensure a budget and adequate distribution of marketing materials for this
study abroad program (See Appendix H for the Marketing Flyer).
Online Marketing and Electronic Advertising
The Office of International Education plans to inform students about the Issues in
Tourism and Hospitality course on its website and include the application procedures,
scholarship deadlines, course descriptions, and information on how students will benefit
academically, personally, and professionally from the course. Professor Engle will also provide
similar information on the MDC and Miami Culinary Institute websites, the Hospitality
Management Program website and both the Hospitality Student and MDC Gourmet Student
Associations’ websites. His office e-mail address will be available for students to post their
questions, comments and concerns. OIE will also utilize social media to keep students updated
and to allow program participants to meet and interact with each other and to prepare for their
time abroad. The MDC Sign and Banner Office will post important information on all electronic
messaging boards throughout the campuses, including the student life centers, student parking
garages, hallways in the academic departments, and the Miami Culinary Institute’s Café on the
first floor.
Student Recruitment and Admissions
The professor and the OIE Program Manager will visit courses within the culinary arts
and the hospitality and tourism programs throughout the Spring semester to promote the SMIHT
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program to MDC students. As part of the diversity plan, materials will be sent to advisors of
minority student groups on campus, such as the Black Student Union and the Caribbean Student
Association. Eva Fernandez and Joanne Michaud will assist underrepresented students with the
Gilman Scholarship and other scholarships available to MDC students.
Eva and Joanne will promote the SMIHT program during campus events, such as Black
History Month events and one of the bi-annual career fairs in February. Wolfson campus has
weekly market Wednesdays, in which Eva and Joanne will be involved. The Honors College
staff at different campuses, as well as the faculty and program advisors of all academic
departments, who work closely with special student populations, will be well-informed to help
promote the course. Professor Engle intends to increase the number of male participants, which
is highly recommended from administrators, because the previous program consisted of majority
female participants.
Admissions
Admissions requirements for the study abroad program will certify that the course at least
contains aspiring professionals dedicated to working in the culinary industry. A maximum of
fifteen slots will be open and students must seek departmental approval before formal
registration of the course. Each applicant must be at least a part-time student at Miami Dade
College. Students are expected to be in good academic standing, having neither any financial
nor registration holds, and no disciplinary actions charged against them. (See Appendix I for
application forms). Preference will be given to current Miami Dade College students who have
completed a minimum of 24 credit hours in the culinary program and have maintained a 2.50
GPA.
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After receiving approval from the professor and with financial aid available, each student
must enroll in the Issues in Hospitality and Tourism course and pay the bursar a non-refundable
deposit of $500.00. While placement in the course is not guaranteed until the deposit is made,
approved students will immediately be sent information on how to apply for their travel
documents so that they may begin the process early. Students will also have to fill out several
other important forms, including the study abroad agreement and emergency contact forms,
during the predeparture orientations.
Logistics
Travel and Transportation
Professor Engel and Eva Fernandez will work with Sojourn Travel Agency in Miami to
plan all travel and transportation arrangements to and from Miami International Airport and
abroad. MDC requires the safest means of travel and transportation in every part of the trip. Most
of these arrangements will receive special group discounts from vendors, which will be
extremely beneficial to the program cost. After their acceptance into the SMIHT study abroad
program, students will receive information regarding airline tickets, flight itineraries, helpful
travel tips, and a designated meeting place and time at the Miami International Airport for
departure to Spain. Transportation ranges from international round-trip flights, bus tours, high
speed train and overnight train trips, and a round-trip ride on the ferryboat from Spain to
Morocco. During the 1-day tour in the desert, professional tour guides are expected to provide
the safest accommodations for all participants and the faculty leader (See Appendix J for an
itinerary of the program abroad).
Passports and Supporting Documents
In order to enter Spain, students will need their passport valid for at least six months after
the final day of the program. Students will manage their own passports and are encouraged to
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apply as soon as possible in order to receive their passport before departure. The Office of
International Education provides details on its website for applying for passports. Students can
apply for a passport at the Post Office or the State Office building. Non-U.S. citizens should
contact their embassy or consular office about travel to Spain and Morocco and should seek
further details about any additional passport or visa requirements that need to be accomplished
before departure. MDC Study Abroad with help students, who are not United States citizens,
with obtaining visas when necessary.
Lodging and Meals
Participants will stay at six different hotels in Spain and in Morocco. Sojourn Travel
Agency will ensure good quality and safe accommodations. Per the agency, hotels offer group
discounts for student groups, in particular. MDC expects all accommodations to include
spacious, air-conditioned rooms that will house three to four students per room, morning
breakfast each day at the hotels, internet, and laundry facilities.
Breakfasts will be included during participants’ stay at the hotels. Lunches and dinners
will also be included throughout each day. In order to ensure their health and safety, students
must fill out their applications, explaining any dietary needs/food allergies.
Money
The SMIHT program flyer will provide students with costs included in the program.
Predeparture orientation materials will be provided in April and May and will include
information on different means of accessing funds, including with the use of debit and credit
cards, foreign currencies and prepaid Visa cards, while they travel. Students will be notified in
advance about how much spending money they should bring for the entire length of the program.
A free weekend will be an option for students wanting to travel independently with their cohorts.
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However, these groups of students are expected to make independent travel arrangements before
going abroad and to carry sufficient funds for their travel as well.
Health and Safety Plan
It is Miami Dade College’s highest priority to ensure the health and safety of all
participants and faculty leaders. All participants are required to have their routine vaccinations
updated. The predeparture travel packets will include a source of information for required
vaccinations in Spain and Morocco. We recommend that participants discuss with their
physicians any specific concerns. The faculty leader should know if the participants have any
serious, pre-existing conditions by having them fill out the Physician Statement provided in the
contract.
The predeparture orientation travel packets contain information on health and safety and
include a list of websites pertaining to safety measures recommended to the participants. The
faculty leader will be obligated to provide only safe transportation methods for all travel
throughout the program, including that of high speed trains and the ferry boat from Spain to
Morocco and vice versa. Additionally, the faculty leader will have his folder with information on
each student and their emergency contact numbers. Since students will have one free weekend of
independent travel with at least two other cohorts, the faculty leader will ensure to collect both
their travel and contact information regarding housing accommodations. Students will have to
sign additional waiver forms for independent travels.
Included in the program cost, Cultural Insurance Service International (CISI) includes a
World Class Coverage Plan that extends from Accidental Death to Basic Security Evacuation. It
covers reimbursement for one family member’s airfare if the student is hospitalized more than
six days and contains 24-hour worldwide medical and travel assistance coverage. Participants
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will receive a brochure explaining the policy, their own insurance card, and a blank claim form
before departure. The Office of International Education keeps copies of their insurance cards on
file, and the faculty leader’s folder will also contain insurance information. Provided during the
first Predeparture Orientation session, the education abroad agreement includes MDC’s policies
and the Student Code of Conduct. Participants are required to sign this agreement and return it to
OIE before departing to Spain. Any misconduct from the participants can lead to expulsion from
the program.
Crisis Management Plan
Miami Dade College provides a comprehensive crisis management plan to account for
any participant or program crisis that could occur during the course of events. Even though MDC
strives to prevent any crises from occurring, it is important that all stakeholders of the program
be prepared for serious emergencies. This plan includes a list of possible student and program
emergencies, as well as a chain of command for staff to follow during the course of a crisis.
Some of these emergencies can range from a sexual assault upon a participant to a participant’s
death. All stakeholders, including the faculty leader, participants, and the Office of International
Education staff are expected to adhere to all policies, guidelines, and procedures. During the
Predeparture Orientation sessions, the Director of Emergency Preparedness, will speak with
students about crisis management, and the participants will receive an MDC Emergency card
(which they will be advised to carry at all times). The card contains contact information,
including that of the Director of Emergency Preparedness, of the Public Safety Office and of
Jane Ann Williams, the Executive Director of the Office of International Education.
In Spain and Morocco, the faculty leader will ensure that all procedures are followed. He
will have a cell phone and emergency phone cards on hand to direct any emergency calls from
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overseas. Both MDC Emergency Preparedness and the Public Safety Office will be on call and
are responsible for contacting the Office of International Education and the Associate Provost of
Academic Affairs, should any crisis arise. The Associate Provost of Academic Affairs will be
contacting all participants’ emergency contacts and other departments within Miami Dade,
including the Student Dean.
Depending on the nature of the crisis, the faculty leader may have to call either the Office
of International Education or the United States Embassy directly, instead of the Emergency
Preparedness Office, for advice and/or assistance. If a representative of the media comes into
contact with the faculty leader and/or the participants, only the faculty leader should contact the
Director of Media Relations/Communications at Miami Dade College. The Director will then
provide support and assistance regarding a developing response to media inquiries (See
Appendix K for the MDC Faculty Emergency Management Plan and Appendix L for the student
emergency contact card).
Budget
The SMIHT program’s total operating budget is $82,864 (See Appendix M for Program
Budget). With a maximum of 15 participants, each student’s expense for the trip is $5,200 and
includes round-trip, international airfare from Miami, Florida to Barcelona, Spain, all meals, all
hotel accommodations, travel agency fees, ground transportation, city tours, excursions, health
insurance, and expenses for the faculty leader. The program will generate modest revenue of
$2,864. OIE will request cost-share contributions from the Miami Culinary Institute of $2,864 to
match the revenue amount and $2,000 to cover additional expenses for the faculty leader, all
leading to a total cost-share amount of $4,864. The total amount of $7,728 (from revenue and
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cost-share contributions) will serve as contingency funds, covering unexpected expenses for the
program.
The cost of the SMIHT program is higher than most faculty-led, short-term study abroad
programs at MDC. Since there are popular destinations, including Morocco, in this program, and
students’ demands were high for the last Spain study abroad program in 2011, it is assumed a
high demand will occur for the SMIHT program. The SMIHT program is longer than other shortterm, faculty-led programs and will have more activities to enhance the students’ learning
experiences while abroad. If there are remaining funds after the program expires, though, OIE
can utilize the remaining funds for the 2014 SMIHT program upon approval.
Hotel Accommodations
Three to four students will share rooms in all hotel accommodations both in Spain and
Morocco. Students may receive special group prices, which are typical with hotels, especially in
Spain. Hotel accommodations will be air-conditioned, and offer internet services for students,
daily breakfast and laundry facilities.
Meals
Breakfasts are included in all lodging accommodations and the program covers all
lunches and dinners, including those during special occasions.
City Tours/Lectures
For ground transportation, the cost for city tours covers the cities of Barcelona, Valencia,
Seville and Casablanca. Each tour costs approximately $30 per participant and includes a shuttle
bus, which provides air-conditioning and comfortable seating. Students are also asked to pay an
additional $30 to cover equipment usage for all lectures in the hotel conference rooms.
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Faculty Leader
The faculty leader will fly round-trip and stay (in separate rooms) with the group at all
lodging accommodations. Under the total students’ cost, students will cover all of the faculty
leader’s ground transportation expenses, insurance, meals, excursions and any other expenses.
As an auxiliary service on campus, the Miami Culinary Institute will be asked to provide
additional coverage for the faculty leader under its cost-share contributions.
Evaluation
All stakeholders involved in any part of the SMIHT study abroad program will evaluate
its effectiveness. Evaluations will include informal discussions and formal evaluations during the
middle of the time abroad, during the reentry workshops at the end of the program and sometime
during the Fall semester (for continuing MDC students). Collen Engle and Eva Fernandez will
monitor the course and program to ensure that students’ needs are met and that the goals and
objectives are accomplished. They will ensure that the program participants engage in the
process through reflections upon their learning at the individual level. During the last reentry
workshop, the participants will evaluate the course and the faculty leader. Upon their return,
participants will complete an online survey, not only to evaluate the program’s effectiveness, but
also to provide several recommendations and other feedbacks for the study abroad office (See
Appendix N for the Program Evaluation).
The Administration of the Miami Culinary Institute will collect grades and data from the
faculty leader, and assess whether or not all stakeholders have met the program’s goals and
objectives within the curriculum, logistics, and so on. At the institutional level, student services
will be responsible for monitoring different aspects of the SMIHT study abroad program. The
Bursar and the Financial Accounts Offices will account for all final payments made to program
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vendors. The registrar’s office will assess the effectiveness of the summer course and whether or
not this course can be sustainable. Final reports will be sent to the Associate Provost of
Academic Affairs, the Executive Director of OIE and the Program Manager for assessment and
recommendation purposes.
Conclusions and Implications
Miami-Dade County is enriched with a vital hospitality and tourism industry pushing the
county to become one of the leading destinations of hospitality and tourism worldwide. From
South Beach to downtown to North Miami Beach, the county is filled with resorts, beaches,
restaurants, sports arenas, convention centers, cruise lines and more. The population of diverse
residents from different parts of the world continues to expand throughout the county. By
allowing study abroad opportunities to expand in the area of culinary arts, Miami Dade College
will continue to be a leading contributor’s to the industry’s growth and progress.
Miami Dade College has been providing study abroad programs in several academic
disciplines, but a new focus on the culinary arts and the issues within the profession, will give
participants the opportunity to learn about and raise awareness of these issues, confront them
with adequate preparation from abroad and make a difference in both their profession and their
communities. Participants will also have an international perspective on the culinary arts and use
their intercultural lens to enhance global awareness in the profession.
The SMIHT program was designed specifically to meet the needs of the students and to
ensure better, quality learning experiences. A needs assessment was conducted to enhance the
quality of future programs and was utilized as a guideline for drastic changes. Challenges for the
program may stem from its time length (where the participants may not have sufficient time to
gain deeper levels of acculturation, for instance) or the number of times that the group has to
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relocate between cities, which could lead to fatigue and exhaustion. Unlike other institutions of
higher learning, Miami Dade College does not have a foreign campus that houses students. On a
positive note, though, the college can consider a centralized location in the future or a
partnership with the university in Seville to house future program participants.
The SMIHT study abroad program participants will be upcoming professionals making a
difference in the culinary arts profession. Through the frameworks of David Kolb’s experiential
learning cycle, literature on short-term study abroad programming and predeparture orientation
and reentry programming, and the two identity theories, participants will be able to connect their
classroom experience with that of the outside world. In the end, the SMIHT study abroad
program will provide all of its participants with a life-changing experience that they can
incorporate into their future academic, personal or professional endeavors. As it is a constant
effort of the MDC Office of International Education to have sustainable study abroad programs,
hopefully with what the SMIHT program has to offer, the program will be sustainable in years to
come.
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Appendix A: Needs Assessment Survey
The survey included questions of non-sensitive materials and some of these questions were
multiple choices with a box for explanations for answers. Students could provide multiple
answers at times and had the option to add additional comments at the end of the survey as well.
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Appendix B: Course Description
Issues in Tourism in Hospitality: A Focus on the Culinary Arts
Spain & Morocco: Issues in Tourism & Hospitality Study Abroad Program
SUMMER B 2013

PREREQUISITE: Admission to program or permission
SCHOOL: Miami Culinary Institute
PROGRAM: Culinary Arts Management
CREDIT HOURS: 3
CATALOG DESCRIPTION:
This course is designed to develop an understanding of issues within the culinary arts profession. Students
will be introduced to the current ecological, economical and political issues. The course raises awareness
of issues of the food system from producer to consumer, exploring agriculture, fisheries, dairy, meat and
poultry production, water and waste and heritage food. Trade, health and nutrition, sustainable food
system and social justice issues within the food system will be explored. Emphasis is given towards issues
in the culinary arts industry in the cities of Barcelona, Valencia, Marbella and Seville Spain, as well as
Tangier, Casablanca and Marrakech, Morocco.
The course requires site visits to important places, and requires participation in numerous culinary related
events/activities/lectures/cooking demonstrations. Some of these activities include hotel and restaurant
site visits, presentations by local chefs and experts in their own work settings, and entertainment from
locals, including the flamenco dancers in Seville, Spain and Moroccan drummers in the Sahara Desert.
Participants will spend a total of four weeks in these locations with students gaining hands-on experience
relating to course materials.

***Please note that students are required to attend all course activities and events, as integral
parts of their grade.
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Appendix C: Program Delivery Timeline
July 2012
-

Professor begin initial planning for SMIHT program

-

Professor work on MDC Out-of-District Study Programs request forms & proposal for
the 2013 study abroad program

-

OIE staff review request forms and proposal for final revision

September 2012
-

Contact travel agency and make arrangements with vendors for group discounts

November 2012
-

Marketing materials are created for the program (tentative until program’s approved by
MDC Board of Trustees)

-

Professor informally promote program to colleagues and students

February 2013
-

Latest that request forms can be approved by MDC President & Board of Trustees

-

Professor/Marketing and Communications Office/Sign & Banner Office officially
promote SMIHT program on different websites and electronic messaging boards through
MDC branch campuses

-

Marketing materials are posted from Sign and Banner office

-

Issues in Tourism and Hospitality course added to 2013 summer session catalogs

-

Office of International Education promotes the SMIHT program at the MDC Career Fair
and Expo and other events

March 2013
-

Admissions application due March 1st
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-

Students are selected for the program and course - March 12th

-

Non-refundable enrollment deposit of $500.00 due March 20th to Bursar’s Office

April 2013
-

Next two payments due April 1st and April 20th to Bursar’s Office

-

First Predeparture Orientation held mid-April

May 2013
-

Last two payments due May 15th and May 30th to Bursar’s Office

-

Second Predeparture Orientation held mid-May

June 2013
-

OIE staff and faculty leader will confirm all accommodations and logistical arrangements

-

All paperwork due to OIE from faculty leader (to place in SMIHT Program binder)

-

SMIHT program departs for Spain and Morocco from Miami International Airport
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Appendix D: Predeparture Orientation Sessions I & II
Session I - 4 Hours
I. Introduction to the program and course
a. Introduction of faculty leader and participants
b. Syllabus (e.g. projects, assignments, examinations, books, materials)
II. Introduction to Issues in the Culinary Arts profession
a. Introduce areas and issues within the culinary arts profession
b. Provide list of important vocabularies and concepts
III. Introduction to Spain
a. Review itinerary of Spain portion of time abroad
b. Provide list of key facts of Spain’s culinary industries
c. Introduce issues in the profession in Spain
d. Provide list of vocabulary and concepts
IV. Predeparture Orientation Packet
a. Introduction of Program Manager - Office of International Education
b. Overview of Travel Packet
c. Insurance Plan with Insurance cards provided
d. Health and Safety overview of Spain & Morocco (immunizations, common illnesses
and their transmission, prevention and water sources)
e. Participants complete the contract/agreement forms - MDC Student Life & OIE
Session II - 4 Hours
I. Introduction to Morocco
a. Review itinerary of Morocco portion of time abroad
b. Provide list of key facts of Morocco’s culinary industries
c. Introduce issues in the profession in Morocco (with activities)
d. Provide list of vocabulary and concepts
III. Predeparture Orientation Packet
a. Overview of Emergency Management Plan – Introduction of Director of Emergency
Preparedness (simulation activity)
b. Contact Information (e.g. local hospitals, police and embassies)
c. Card with MDC Emergency Contacts
d. Departure Plan & Flight Itinerary (Meet at Miami International Airport, etc.)
e. Q & A & Wrap-up sessions with a list of rooms & project assignments posted
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Appendix E: List of Predeparture Forms
1.

Student Life Agreement Form for Off Campus College Activities

2.

Notice of Class Absence Due To Activities

3.

Student Delegate Contract Form

4.

Study Abroad Form 1 – Release and Indemnity

5.

Study Abroad Form 2 – Pledge of Good Behavior

6.

Study Abroad Form 3 – Study Abroad Program Release

7.

Study Abroad Form 4 – Physician’s Statement

8.

Study Abroad Form 5 – Permission for Emergency Treatment

9.

Study Abroad Form 6 – Emergency Contact Information

10.

Study Abroad Form 7 – Mobility Audit

11.

Study Abroad Form 8 – Student Data Sheet
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Appendix F: Sample Predeparture Travel Packet for Spain
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Appendix G: Reentry Workshop Sessions I & II
Session I - (2.5 Hours)
I.
Introduction on the Reentry Process
II.

Socio-Cultural: Making Sense of the Experience
a. Lecture on Culture Shock & Examples provided
b. Wrap Up

III.

Break (with Hors d'oeuvres)

IV.

Meeting the Psycho-Emotional Needs
a. Lecture on Reverse Culture Shock and Off-Campus Support Services to meet PsychoEmotional Needs
b. Group discussions on examples of reverse culture shock that may occur
c.

Wrap Up & End of First Workshop Session

Session II – (2.5 Hours)
V.
Academic Reintegration: Implementing experience abroad
a. Lecture on Academic Reintegration - how students can incorporate their new
knowledge, attitudes, awareness and skills into their courses and projects
b. Card-sorting Activity on Professional Development – “What skills students gain from
abroad?” (Students have a set of scenarios from their experience in Spain/Morocco
and need to match the scenarios with skills gained from abroad)
c. Wrap Up
VI.

Break (with Hors d'oeuvres)

VII.

Professional Development: Implementing experience abroad
d.

Lecture on Professional Development – Career Opportunities (e.g. Connecting with
the Advising and Career Center, using your experience into a 4-Year Institution for
further studies, resume building for employment, and campus involvement)

e. Wrap Up
VIII.

Program/Course Evaluations & Wrap-Up
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Appendix H: Marketing Flyer
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Appendix I: Application Forms
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Appendix J: Itinerary Abroad For Spain & Morocco
JUNE 17TH - JULY 16TH
(30 DAYS)
Monday, June 17th

Depart from Miami International Airport on Air Europa

Tuesday, June 18th

Arrive in Barcelona / Shuttle Bus Pick-up
Holiday Inn Express Barcelona Montmelo Check-In
Tapas Tour

Wednesday, June 19th

Morning City Tour of Antoni Gaudí’s Architecture
Afternoon Lecture

Thursday, June 20th

Morning visit to local Cruise Line office for lecture with chef
Afternoon Lecture

Friday, June 21st

Check-Out of Holiday Inn Express Barcelona Montmelo
Depart for Valencia (via Shuttle Bus)
Best Western Hotel Albufera Check- In & group debriefing session

Saturday, June 22nd

Morning City Tour of Santiago Calatrava’s Architecture
Afternoon lecture

Sunday, June 23rd

Lecture on paella valenciana with dinner

Monday, June 24th

Check-Out of Best Western Hotel Albufera in Morning
Depart for Marbella, Malaga (via Shuttle Bus)
Don Carlos Resort Check-In

Tuesday, June 25th

City Tour of Marbella, Malaga
Dinner/Lecture at the Restaurant of Parador de Málaga Gibralfaro

Wednesday, June 26th

Visit the Costa del Sol Tourist Board – Lecture on current issues
Estepona Beach for swimming and dinner

Thursday, June 27th

Check-Out of Don Carlos Resort
Depart for Tarifa, Spain (Via Shuttle Bus)
Ferry to Tangier, Morocco
Atlas Rif Hotel Check-In

Friday, June 28th

Visit to Museum of Moroccan Arts & group debriefing session
Dinner with Chef’s lecture on Moroccan spices/issues

Saturday, June 29th

Off day (Students can travel independently or stay at Hotel)

Sunday, June 30th

Off day (Students can travel independently or stay at Hotel)
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Monday, July 1st

Off day (Students can travel independently or stay at Hotel)

Tuesday, July 2nd

Afternoon Mid-term Quiz, Group Discussions & Check-in on
students’ progress
Visit to the Medina/Mint Tea at Local Café

Wednesday, July 3rd

Check-Out of Atlas Rif Hotel
11-Hour Overnight Train Ride to Marrakech

Thursday, July 4th

Ryad Mogador Agdal Hotel Check-In
Free Tour of Mamounia Landmark Hotel
Surprise July 4th Culinary Celebration Dinner

Friday, July 5th

Daytrip to Casablanca
Tour of the City and lunch with group debriefing session
Return to Marrakech in evening

Saturday, July 6th

Rest/Students work on projects
Fantasia Moroccan Dinner and Cultural Show

Sunday, July 7th

Depart for 1-Day Tour in Sahara Desert (Camels)
(Drumming Entertainment included)

Monday, July 8th

Lecture in Hotel Conference Room

Tuesday, July 9th

Check-Out of Ryad Mogador Agdal Hotel
Depart for Tangier (Overnight Train Ride)

Wednesday, July 10th

Ferry from Tangier, Morocco to Tarifa, Spain
Depart for Seville (Via Bus) & Lunch
Tryp Sevilla Macarena Hotel Check-In

Thursday, July 11th

Day with University of Seville Tourism and Finance Program:
Morning Campus Tour, Lecture, Outdoor Gardening Workshop,
Lunch & Dinner w/ administrators, faculty, staff & students

Friday, July 12th

Morning Final Exam (in Hotel Conference Room)
Afternoon Groups’ Final Presentations & group debriefing session
Dinner & Flamenco Show

Saturday, July 13th

Check-Out of Tryp Sevilla Macarena Hotel
Depart for Barcelona (via High Speed Train) with lunch
Holiday Inn Express Barcelona Montmelo Check-In
Dinner
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Sunday, July 14th

First 2.5-hour reentry workshop (morning) in Conference Room
Students free for the day
Dinner

Monday, July 15th

Second 2.5-hour Reentry Workshop in Conference Room
Final farewell dinner

Tuesday, July 16th

Check-Out of Comfort Inn Hotel
Flight from Barcelona International Airport to Miami, FL
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Appendix K: MDC Faculty Emergency Management Plan
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Appendix L: Emergency Contact Card
(Wallet Size)
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Appendix M: SMIHT Program Budget
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Appendix N: SMIHT Program Evaluation

I.

Summer 2013 Faculty-Led Study Abroad Programs Survey Questions
About You

1) Please tell us how you found out about this study abroad program.
2) Please indicate your ethnicity. The following information will only be used to help us to
be more effective in our outreach efforts.
3) Home Institution/Campus:
4) Program Country:
5) Program Name:
6) Dates Attended (From MM/DD/YY to MM/DD/YY)
7) Academic Major:
8) Status While Abroad:
II.

Your Study Abroad Experience

1) Why did you decide to participate in this study abroad program? Check all that apply.
Personal Growth
To learn more about different cultures
Academic Requirement
Career Advancement
To improve foreign language skills
Other: (please specify)
2) Would you recommend this program to others?
a) Yes, I would definitely recommend this program to others.
b) Maybe
c) No, I would absolutely not recommend this program to others.
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3) The Predeparture Orientation received from the program covered the following:
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

a) City/Country
Information
b) Passport and
Visa Information
c) Course
Offerings and/or
Course
Introduction
d) Contact
Information
e) Predeparture
Orientation
Material and
Dates
f) On-Site
Orientation
Information
4) The Predeparture Orientation and materials I received prepared me well for the
following:
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

1) Cultural
differences I
would encounter
when abroad
2) Information on
medical insurance
abroad
3) Information
about course and
housing selection
4) Health and
safety
recommendations
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Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

5) Money matters
and banking
options when
abroad
6) Items to pack
for the trip
7) Travel and
cultural resources
to prepare for trip
8) Dealing with
reverse culture
shock
9) Drug and legal
policies
established abroad
10) Academic and
conduct
responsibilities
5) How helpful was the predeparture orientation?
a) Helpful
b) Somewhat helpful
c) Not helpful at all
III.

When Abroad
1) Please indicate the degree to which you agree with each statement:
Strongly
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Agree

1) I was satisfied with
my housing
arrangements.
2) I was satisfied with
my course option(s)
3) The staff on-site
was available to offer
me assistance
4) I was satisfied with
the medical care I
received abroad
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Strongly
Disagree

5) The field
trips/excursions
enriched the program
6) I was able to
improve my foreign
language skills when
abroad
7) The classrooms
and meeting spaces
were satisfactory
8) The resources
offered assisted me
with banking, travel,
housing, and local
events information
9) The library and
technology services
were easily and
conveniently
accessible
10) The professors
and staff abroad were
enthusiastic,
engaging, and eager
to teach others
11) The academic
quality of the program
met my expectations
2) What types of cultural interactions or events were made available for you to experience?
Check all that apply.
Excursions
Guest lectures
Activities with students from the host country
Homestay
Other: (please specify)
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3) With which students did you spend the majority of your time?
Host country students
American students
MDC students
Other international students
4) How were the instructional methods and classroom experiences different from those at
your home institution? Did these create a problem for you in terms of learning the
material?
5) Please, comment on the transportation arrangements that you made to travel to the
program site, local transportation around the city, and tips and cost estimates for your
independent travels.
6) Packing - is there anything else that you would recommend others to pack before
traveling to the host country? What do you wish you would have left behind?
7) Money Matters: Approximately how much would you say you spent when you were
abroad?
8) What benefits did you receive from studying abroad?
9) What did you like the best about your experience abroad? What did you like the least?
10) What tips do you have for students who will travel to this site in the future? Please
consider cultural as well as practical issues.
11) Comment on what would help improve the program or another student's experience
abroad.
12) On a scale from 1 (low) to 5 (high) how would you rate your study abroad experience
within your academic career?
13) Is there anything you wish you had known before you left?
14) I believed that the professor(s) managed the program very well:
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

1) During the
predeparture phase
2) While abroad
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Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

IV. Final thoughts
Please, share with us any other comments about your experience that have not been adequately
covered in the questions above.
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